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A B S T R A C T   

Early detection of plant diseases is crucial for safeguarding crop yield, especially in regions 
vulnerable to food insecurity, such as Sub-Saharan Africa. One of the significant contributors to 
maize crop yield loss is the Northern Leaf Blight (NLB), which traditionally takes 14–21 days to 
visually manifest on maize. This study introduces a novel approach for detecting NLB as early as 
4–5 days using Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, which can identify the disease before any visual 
symptoms appear. Utilizing Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long Short Term Memory 
(LSTM) models, nonvisual measurements of Total Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and ul-
trasound emissions from maize plants were captured and analyzed. A controlled experiment was 
conducted on four maize varieties, and the data obtained were used to develop and validate a 
hybrid CNN-LSTM model for VOC classification and an LSTM model for ultrasound anomaly 
detection. The hybrid CNN-LSTM model, enhanced with wavelet data preprocessing, achieved an 
F1 score of 0.96 and an Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) of 1.00. In contrast, the LSTM model 
exhibited an impressive 99.98% accuracy in identifying anomalies in ultrasound emissions. Our 
findings underscore the potential of IoT sensors in early disease detection, paving the way for 
innovative disease prevention strategies in agriculture. Future work will focus on optimizing the 
models for IoT device deployment, incorporating chatbot technology, and more sensor data will 
be incorporated for improved accuracy and evaluation of the models in a field environment.   

1. Introduction 

Maize disease detection is challenging for most rural farmers due to its complex intervention measures [1]. In 2007, the Northern 
Leaf Blight (NLB) maize disease caused a 15% grain yield reduction in Tanzania and surrounding countries [2,3]. This posed a sig-
nificant threat to food security for residents in East Africa [4]. Different disease detection techniques were implemented to combat such 
loss, including information sharing with extension officers. Still, they became unsuccessful because of insufficient knowledge of 
various disease symptoms, lack of access to diagnostic tools, and rapid spread of infection due to unreliable weather patterns. In turn, 
this has brought a substantial economic loss [5]. 
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In the meantime, other initiatives have been developed globally to assist farmers in disease detection with approaches based on 
spectral and red-blue-green (RGB) images [6–9]. While spectral analysis and RGB image-based approaches for plant disease detection 
provide noninvasive, real-time, and high-resolution monitoring, they are often limited by variable environmental conditions, need for 
specialized equipment, and struggle with distinguishing between similar-looking diseases [10]. Apart from that, more nonvisual 
techniques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) are widely used for more ac-
curate results [11]. However, these approaches are limited because they facilitate invasive procedures on plants and require laboratory 
resources for disease detection, which smallholder farmers cannot afford such technologies [12]. Currently, other technological ad-
vances in agriculture have been able to provide accessible solutions for smallholder farmers, including artificial intelligence such as 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). These approaches 
have shown the ability to intelligently extract features from raw data and classify various plant diseases in crops such as maize, wheat, 
and soybean, among others, with high accuracy [13–15]. 

Despite the wide application of deep learning approaches, the focus on nonvisual plant disease detection still needs to be expanded, 
as many recent studies have primarily investigated the use of hyperspectral imaging [10,16,17]. For example, CNN has often been used 
for image-based plant disease detection, utilizing its ability to identify hidden image patterns and manage large-scale datasets [18]. 
However, these application remains constrained when handling extensive feature sets for optimal performance [19–21]. Furthermore, 
as noted by the authors in Ref. [14], visual detection of plant diseases usually only becomes possible once the disease symptoms have 
sufficiently progressed, leaving limited time and fewer options for effective disease intervention. 

Alternatively, Internet of Things (IoT) sensors and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have the potential to be leveraged for nonvisual 
measurements of plant disease, especially for NLB in maize crops [22]. In this work, we propose developing two models for nonvisual 
disease detection on time series data generated from maize plants. The models are LSTM using ultrasound data and a hybrid of 
Convolutional Neural Network - Long Short-Term Memory (CNN – LSTM) using wavelet transformation for total Volatile Organic 
Compound (VOC) data [23]. Through the integration of artificial intelligence approaches the models can be deployed in embedded 
devices for real-time disease sensing. 

As supporting evidence, various studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of deep learning techniques like LSTM and CNN in 
different time-series data analysis contexts, including detecting anomalies and disease classification in electroencephalogram (EEG) 
data [24]. A study by Ref. [25] successfully applied CNN to classify maize crop diseases with high precision, and [26] leveraged LSTM 
for real-time soil condition monitoring, successfully predicting fungal infections in plants. This reflects the effectiveness of LSTM and 
CNN as individual models [27,28]. Moreover, combined with a hybrid model, CNN-LSTM enhances feature extraction and improves 
disease classification performance in time-series data [29]. Further, applying wavelet transformation on VOC data in the CNN-LSTM 
model is expected to enhance the model’s accuracy in disease classification [23]. Our study hypothesizes that the 1D Convolutional 
layer in the CNN model can efficiently extract single-dimensional features for nonvisual disease detection on maize crops. In contrast, 
LSTM layers are anticipated to effectively capture the ultrasound data’s temporal dependencies effectively [30]. Therefore, pre-
processing techniques such as wavelet transform are likely to augment the performance of these deep learning models, especially when 
dealing with noisy, complex, or non-linear data [31]. 

This paper presents our pioneering contributions to plant disease detection, mainly using IoT sensors for detecting non-visual 
disease indicators. Section 2 explains the methodologies, including data generation, preprocessing techniques such as normaliza-
tion and encoding, and wavelet transformations. Moreover, two unique deep-learning models have been developed: an LSTM model 
for detecting ultrasound anomalies and a hybrid CNN-LSTM model for classifying VOC data. The LSTM model leverages the strengths 
of LSTM in time-series data analysis, while the CNN-LSTM hybrid model combines the spatial processing ability of CNNs with LSTM’s 
competence in handling temporal dependencies; this is ideal for VOC classification. Section 3 evaluates these models’ tasks: ultrasound 
anomaly detection and VOC classification, providing critical insights on our findings’ potential applications in plant disease detection 
and agriculture [32]. The final section summarizes our research and its significant contributions in utilizing IoT and AI for non-visual 
plant disease detection, suggesting areas for future work to broaden the scope and impact of this research. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Experiment 

Deep learning techniques, specifically deep neural networks, were utilized to identify NLB, a disease triggered by Exserohilum 
turcicum [33]. The presence of NLB can be recognized through the emergence of significant grey elliptical lesions on leaf surfaces. The 
disease thrives in high humidity and moderate temperatures [2,3]. Despite the potential for NLB to cause a considerable decrease in 
yields, ranging from 30 to 50% when it manifests early during the growth period, it often goes unnoticed. 

To address this, experimental studies were set up in controlled environments at the Sokoine University of Agriculture in Morogoro, 
Tanzania, from July to September 2022. Four commonly used maize varieties—DK8033, DK9089, SeedCo 719 (also known as Tembo), 
and SeedCo 419 (or Tumbili) were selected to evaluate their resistance or susceptibility to NLB. The experiments were categorized into 
two sets comprising control and NLB-inoculated plants. Each variety was subjected to identical meteorological conditions, including 
exposure to light, temperature, and humidity. These plants’ growing needs were consistent regarding irrigation and fertilizer appli-
cation practices. Furthermore, to facilitate precision in monitoring, an IoT sensor (Bosch BME688 Development Kit) was deployed, 
robustly designed to measure temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, and total volatile organic compounds even in challenging 
outdoor conditions. 
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2.2. Dataset 

Data on VOC were collected utilizing the IoT sensor (Bosch BME688 Development Kit), capable of operating in diverse field settings 
due to its wide operating temperature range of − 40 to 85 ◦C, which covers all typical conditions for crop production. With dimensions 
of 3.0 * 3.0 * 0.9 mm, this compact sensor can be incorporated on small, portable device setups, as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, its 
operating voltage of 1.71 V–3.6 V classifies it as a low-power device. Unlike other VOC sensors, such as the CCS811, which is notably 
sensitive to high humidity levels and unsuitable for conditions where plant diseases flourish, the BME688 provides a more reliable 
performance. Unfortunately, the selection of VOC gas sensors was somewhat limited in the industry due to a limited number of 
manufacturers [34,35]. 

The implemented Bosch BME688 sensor measures the total emitted VOCs as opposed to specific individual VOCs. The sensor 
operates as a single-channel device, generating univariate time series data to yield single-dimensional value data. The VOC data 
generated from the BME688 sensor were in a time series format, denoted as X = {x(1),x(2),…,x(L)}. In this series, L indicates the 
length of the series, and each data point x(i) ∈ R represents a VOC reading at a distinct moment in time. This configuration enables us 
to closely track and understand VOC fluctuations over time, enhancing our ability to detect plant diseases effectively. 

The data collection phase spanned from 25 to 08–2022 to 11-10-2022, during which VOC readings were taken every 0.5 s for 4 h 
each day. We accumulated 49,001 raw measurements, with 27,017 associated with control maize plants and 21,984 related to 
inoculated maize plants. By focusing on total VOC readings rather than individual VOCs, we can gather a comprehensive picture of the 
overall VOC emissions, which is essential for our intended disease detection work. 

Parallelly, ultrasound was used for disease detection based on plants’ distinctive physiological responses when disease-affected. 
From a biological perspective, the onset of disease can induce plant stress, leading to alterations in regular processes such as water 
and nutrient uptake and cellular and biochemical modifications. These changes can result in unique acoustic emissions detectable by 
sensors, rendering ultrasound an effective means for plant disease identification [36]. For this purpose, ultrasound data were collected 
using two IoT sound sensors: the OSEPP Electronics Sound Sensor Module and the DAOKI Sound Microphone Sensor, programmed on 
ESP8266 using the Arduino IDE. These sensors, which operate within frequency ranges of 10–55 Hz and convert the intensity of analog 
signals to electrical signals through a microcontroller, have proven suitable for detecting environmental noise variations and do not 
require high power [37]. 

Ultrasound sensors created one-dimensional time series data based on sound levels, collected at 15-s intervals, amounting to 34,244 
sample rows for the same period as the VOC data. The combined dataset, incorporating both VOC and ultrasound measurements, 
provides a comprehensive view of the physiological changes prompted by plant diseases. A detailed description of this dataset is shown 
in Table 1. 

2.3. Data preprocessing 

The raw data observation of control and inoculated maize varieties showed no distinct features except for the trend observed over 
time. In Fig. 2a, an intentional gap between 9/5 and 9/21 is noticeable. This pause in data collection was strategically implemented to 
closely monitor VOC emissions of the plant during two pivotal growth stages: the cob development and the pollination stages. Both 
stages were chosen due to their heightened vulnerability to environmental diseases. This strategic pause allowed us to discern whether 
the plant sustained its VOC emission pattern uniformly across these stages, offering deeper insights into VOC emission dynamics. 
Subsequently, as depicted in Fig. 2 a & b, VOC emissions exhibited a declining trend for control plants and an uptick for the inoculated 
maize. 

At first, wavelet transform was applied using the Daubechies 4 (db4) wavelet, level 3, with coefficients and lambda to generate 
signals easily extracted from the raw VOC data as seen in Equation (1). The chosen wavelet parameter is essential for time series data 

Fig. 1. VOC and Ultrasound sensors on planted maize crops.  
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Table 1 
Dataset description.  

Dataset Dimension 
(Data Type) 

Feature Raw Measurements 
(Healthy) 

Raw Measurements 
(Inoculated) 

IoT Sensor(s) Maize Non-Visual 
Parameters 

VOC 1D (float) Gas Resistance 
(Omhs) 

27,017 21,984 Bosch BME688 – Gas Sensor Total VOC (gasses) 
emission 

Ultrasound 1D (float) Sound Level 
(dB) 

16,949 17,295 OSEPP Electronics Sound Sensor 
Module and DAOKI Sound 
Microphone Sensor 

Ultrasound reading 
from stem movement  

Fig. 2. a. General VOC emission for control maize (T1) 
Fig. 2b. General VOC emission for inoculated maize (T2). 
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feature extraction, as it identifies patterns and trends in the data [38]. Moreover, implementing wavelet transform on raw data brings 
significance to extracting features and designs on noise data; the technique is keen on preparing streamlined data that represent the 
undetectable underlying features. This serves as an approach to detect and classify disease markers accurately. The wavelet transform 
formula is given by Ref. [38]. 

W(a, β) =
∫

x(t) ∗ ψₐ, ᵦ(t)dt (1)  

where W(a, β) is the wavelet transformed data, x(t) is the original time series data, ψₐ, ᵦ(t) is the wavelet coefficient, a is the scale 
parameter, and β is the translation parameter. 

The extracted wavelet-transformed data were normalized using the Standard Scaler to ensure all features have the same scale, 
improving the model’s performance as shown on Equation (2) [39]. The importance of the Standard Scaler lies in its ability to prevent 
elements with larger scales from dominating the learning process. The Standard Scaler formula is: 

z = (x − μ)/σ (2)  

where z is the standardized value, x is the original value, μ is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation. 
Next, we applied one-hot encoding to transform class values into binary format (0 for healthy and 1 for inoculated maize). This 

method simplified the processing of categorical data by the model [40]. Finally, to prepare the VOC data for practical model training, 
we utilized a training sequence of 100 inputs, signifying 1-h sample values, leading to superior training outcomes. The specific input 
shape is vital, allowing the model to learn temporal patterns and dependencies within the data [41]. 

For ultrasound data, the observed features required only one preprocessing technique. A training sequence with 60 timesteps was 
generated, corresponding to a 20-min input duration. This approach has the potential of allowing the detection of anomalies within an 
hour’s time frame. We used raw data to train an LSTM model architecture to detect point anomalies. This was primarily due to a 
considerable differentiation between the ultrasound data of healthy and unhealthy maize plants, shown in Fig. 3. Upon analyzing the 
dataset, the healthy maize exhibited characteristic ultrasound values, with an average sound level oscillating between 49 and 50 dB 
(dB). This ultrasound level range was in harmony with the ambient ultrasound level, suggesting a state of healthiness in the plants. 
However, the scenario contrasted when it came to NLB-inoculated maize. These plants demonstrated significant deviations in their 
ultrasound values, with noticeable spikes indicating a departure from the standard range observed in healthy plants. The selection of 
LSTM architecture was exceptionally proficient in identifying these spikes, marking them as anomalies and thus signaling potential 
disease presence. 

2.4. CNN-LSTM hybrid model for VOC classification (VOCNet) 

A hybrid deep learning model was developed to analyze wavelet transform VOC data, leveraging the strengths of both CNN and 
LSTM networks. This model used a time series classification approach, with LSTM addressing temporal dependencies [42] and CNN 
handling feature extraction [43]. The objective was to detect anomalies between healthy and inoculated VOC emissions. The model’s 
core operation focuses on tracking the nuanced variations in VOC emissions from maize plants. Subtle shifts in intensity levels, often 
signaling plant health or disease, are interpreted as movements within the data. The CNN component of the model is proficient at 

Fig. 3. Ultrasound emission for healthy & inoculated maize.  
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extracting these fluctuating intensity levels as features, capable of identifying these shifts regardless of their subtlety. The merging of 
CNN feature extraction capabilities and LSTM sequence learning proficiencies allows for a comprehensive analysis of the temporal 
progression of these features [44]. 

The hybrid model architecture includes an input layer, Conv1D layers with Leaky_ReLU activation, dropout layers, maxpooling1D 
layers, an LSTM layer, and an output layer with Softmax activation, as shown in Fig. 4. The Keras framework outlines the model 
parameters: it begins with two layers, each having 64 filters and a kernel size of 3, followed by two additional layers, each with 128 
filters and an identical kernel size of 3. Each Conv1D layer uses the Leaky_ReLU activation function [45]. A dropout rate of 0.5 is 
applied to prevent overfitting, enabling the random deactivation of specific neurons during training [46]. The pool size is set to 2, 
reducing the input data spatial dimensions by half. An LSTM layer with 100 units captures and learns long-term dependencies within 
the data. Lastly, a dense layer with two units and a softmax activation function yields a probability distribution for the two pre-
determined classes: Healthy and NLB Diseased. 

The hybrid model architecture implementation initiates with CNN layers, followed by the LSTM layer. The CNN layer’s ability to 
extract local features from the VOC input data makes it more suited to lead the process. It identifies critical elements to be further 
analyzed by the LSTM layer. Furthermore, CNN’s ability to process data in parallel results in faster training times, achieving 13 s per 
epoch on 20 epochs for 64 batches. Lastly, we divided our dataset into a training set with 39,120 samples and a testing set of 9781 
samples after cleaning and preprocessing. This 80:20 split ensures the model learns effectively and performs well on unseen data. For 
efficiency, we trained using an Apple M1 chip with GPU acceleration and 8 GB of RAM. 

2.5. LSTM model for ultrasound anomaly detection (UltraNet) 

Univariate time series ultrasound data were used to construct the LSTM model. Given LSTM model proficiency in capturing 
temporal dependencies and sequence patterns [47], they were chosen for this task, even though hybrid models were also viable. The 
selection of LSTM over hybrid models was motivated by the data characteristics, exhibiting point anomalies that did not necessitate 
extensive feature extraction of the hybrid model’s strength. The constructed model, therefore, encompassed LSTM layers, Dropout 
layers, BatchNormalization layers, and a TimeDistributed Dense layer, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This model aimed to detect anomalies or 
unusual patterns in the ultrasound time-series data. 

This methodology deployed a semi-supervised approach, using different subsets of the data for training and testing. Specifically, 
15,979 control maize samples were utilized after cleaning and preprocessing for training the LSTM model. We strategically employed a 
separate dataset of 5379 inoculated maize samples from the first seven days post-inoculation for testing and early disease detection. 
The configuration of the model was designed with the following components: 

Fig. 4. An illustration of CNN-LSTM Hybrid Model Architecture for VOC Classification.  
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First, the model comprised two LSTM layers, each with 64 units. The first LSTM layer incorporated L2 regularization, with an 
assigned factor of 0.001 for regularization. Two Dropout layers were integrated to counteract overfitting, each with a 0.3 dropout rate. 
Two BatchNormalization layers were implemented to enhance the model generalizability and accelerate the training process by 
standardizing the activations [48]. A RepeatVector layer was also incorporated, designed to match the input sequence length, enabling 
the model to learn a fixed-size representation of the input sequence [49]. The final component of the model was a TimeDistributed 
layer encapsulating a Dense layer, which processed each time step in the input sequence separately. 

Fig. 5. An illustration of LSTM Model Architecture for Ultrasound Anomaly Detection.  

Fig. 6. CNN-LSTM Hybrid Model accuracy.  
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The return_sequences parameter set to True in the second LSTM layer was critical to the model’s architecture. This configuration 
enabled the LSTM layer to output a sequence matching the input sequence, maintaining temporal information across the entire 
sequence, thus effectively capturing the interdependencies between time steps. 

3. Results & discussion 

3.1. VOC classification performance 

Our proposed CNN-LSTM hybrid model demonstrated compelling performance in VOC classification, achieving a test accuracy of 
0.9639 after 15 training epochs, as depicted in Fig. 6. The performance of the model was assessed using the following metrics:. .  

• The model achieved an impressive precision score of 1.00, indicating a flawless performance in classifying VOC emissions from 
healthy and unhealthy maize crops. This makes it a highly reliable and effective tool for discerning between VOC signatures of 
different crop health conditions.  

• The model recall ability, measuring the capability to find all positive instances, was notably high at 0.92.  
• The F1-score, a balanced measure of precision and recall, was 0.96, affirming the model’s strong performance.  
• Additionally, the model achieved an AUC (Area Under the Curve) of 1.00 (refer to Fig. 7) and better classification of healthy and 

unhealthy data as per the confusion matrix in Fig. 8, indicating a perfect ability to discriminate between healthy and inoculated 
VOC emissions. 

Detailed insights on the model performance are elaborated on Table 2, outlining the precision, recall, F1-score, and accuracy for the 
three activation functions: Leaky ReLU, ReLU, and Sigmoid. As the table demonstrates, the Leaky ReLU function consistently out-
performed both the ReLU and Sigmoid functions, underscoring its effectiveness in our context. Fig. 9 further confirms this observation, 
illustrating the superior performance of Leaky ReLU over the other functions. Our test set, utilized as validation data, indicates the 
model’s strong ability to generalize beyond the training data. 

In terms of deployment, we aim to convert our developed model to TensorFlow Lite, a lightweight solution designed to enhance the 
efficiency of machine learning models on edge devices, such as IoT devices. While this conversion process might affect the model 
performance due to quantization, our model’s high F1-score of 0.96 and perfect AUC of 1.00 suggest promising potential for effective 
performance even after conversion, making it a robust tool for on-site, real-time plant disease detection. 

Moreover, an additional experimental step was taken to show the necessity and advantages of wavelet transform preprocessing. We 
subjected our sample dataset to a classification process devoid of wavelet preprocessing. The outcome, encapsulated in the presented 
confusion matrix as displayed in Fig. 10, recorded an accuracy of 54%. The matrix shows many misclassifications, particularly evident 
with the 5303 false positives. This result underscores the classifier’s inability to detect and differentiate the intricate patterns integral 
to our dataset without wavelet preprocessing. Such patterns, pivotal in achieving precise VOC classification, were overshadowed 
without wavelet preprocessing. This emphasized the need for wavelet transform preprocessing; the wavelet transform refines the 
dataset, making these nuanced patterns more pronounced and thus improving the classifier’s discernment and accuracy. 

Positioned in the context of previous research, the performance of our CNN-LSTM hybrid model stands out for its superior results 
and novel approach. For instance, a study by Ref. [50] implemented a CNN-based model that relied purely on visual patterns and 
reached an accuracy rate of 96.7%. Another research by Ref. [21] focused on classifying visual patterns on citrus black spots, achieving 
a lesser accuracy of 85%. Further, a multisensory approach implemented on the soil by Ref. [26] achieved a commendable 98% disease 
prediction accuracy. 

Fig. 7. Roc curve.  
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While the studies mentioned above demonstrate considerable advancements in disease detection, they primarily concentrate on 
visual symptoms of plant diseases. There needs to be more literature on the analysis of nonvisual symptoms, which our work addresses. 
Our unique hybrid model is designed explicitly for detecting nonvisual symptoms, an aspect significantly less explored in current 
research. 

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix.  

Table 2 
Classification report for all activation functions.  

Function Precision 
(Healthy) 

Recall 
(Healthy) 

F1-Score 
(Healthy) 

Precision (NLB 
Diseased) 

Recall (NLB 
Diseased) 

F1-Score (NLB 
Diseased) 

Accuracy Macro 
Avg 

Weighted 
Avg 

Leaky 
ReLU 

0.94 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 

ReLU 0.99 0.88 0.93 0.85 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 
Sigmoid 0.55 1.00 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.50 0.55  

Fig. 9. Experimental results (multiple activation functions).  
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3.2. Ultrasound anomaly detection performance 

In this section, we present the performance analysis of our developed LSTM-based model, designed for identifying abnormalities in 
ultrasound emissions derived from both healthy and inoculated maize plants. The model was trained primarily using data from healthy 
maize samples. In this context, the maximum reconstruction error threshold, a critical parameter that sets the limit beyond which a 
data point is considered an anomaly, was 1.2047. In simpler terms, any ultrasound emission data from a maize plant with a recon-
struction error above this value would be deemed abnormal or potentially indicate disease. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) loss from 
the training is shown in Fig. 11. 

Upon testing the trained LSTM model on the unhealthy maize samples, it achieved an accuracy of 99.98%. The test MAE loss was 
more significant than 5, indicating that some of the test sample reconstruction errors exceeded the training sample reconstruction error 
threshold, as shown in Fig. 12. This suggests the model can effectively distinguish between healthy and unhealthy maize samples based 
on their ultrasound emissions. 

The LSTM model exhibited remarkable effectiveness in ultrasound anomaly detection for maize plants, identifying 3242 anomalous 
samples, as demonstrated in Fig. 13. These anomalous instances occur when the reconstruction error surpasses a predetermined 
maximum threshold of 1.2047. In the context of this study, such anomalies are indicative of disease presence in inoculated maize 
plants. 

The LSTM model’s high accuracy of 99.98% suggests its potential to maintain robust performance even when converted to Ten-
sorFlow Lite for deployment on IoT devices. However, it is crucial to conduct further testing and optimization on the target IoT devices 
to ensure the model’s real-world applicability and efficacy. 

Compared to other studies, our LSTM model performance stands out. For example, research by Ref. [51] used LSTM to predict 
wheat yield over time, achieving an accuracy of 88%. However, that study did not center around disease prediction or detection, which 
is a crucial focus of our research. 

Fig. 10. Experimental results (no wavelet preprocessing classification performance).  

Fig. 11. Training mean absolute error (MAE).  
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More comparison work has been done in Table 3, indicating that our work takes a unique direction compared to the prevailing 
trends in plant disease detection. Most recent studies primarily focus on image-based detection, leveraging models like Deep DenseNet, 
CNN, Hybrid CNN, and others to analyze images of various crops for disease detection. For instance Ref. [8], utilizes a Deep DenseNet 

Fig. 12. Test mean absolute error loss.  

Fig. 13. Plotted anomaly Samples.  

Table 3 
Comparison of deep learning approaches for disease detection in crops.  

Models Developed Networks Crops Performance 

Deep DenseNet [8] Convolution Neural Network (CNN) Maize 89% accuracy, 85% precision, 83% recall, 47.2% false 
rate reduction 

Hybrid CNN [7] VGG16, InceptionV3 Maize 96.98% accuracy 
Residual U-Net, SegNet, U-Net 

[20] 
Residual U-Net, SegNet, U-Net Arabidopsis & 

Tobacco 
0.9709 dice coefficient (LSC dataset), 0.9665 (Fig 
dataset) 

LSTM Networks [51] LSTM Winter Wheat R2 and RMSE results of 0.87 and 522.3 kg/ha, 
respectively 

PCA and various Neural Networks 
[52] 

BP Networks, RBF Neural Networks, 
GRNNs, PNNs 

Wheat, Grape 100% accuracy for Wheat Diseases, 94.29% for Grape 
Diseases 

DCNN [19] DCNN Cucumber 93.4% accuracy 
Proposed Model 1 (CNN-LSTM 

hybrid model) 
CNN-LSTM hybrid Maize 0.9639 test accuracy, 1.00 precision, 0.92 recall, 0.96 

F1-score, 1.00 AUC 
Proposed Model 2 (LSTM-based 

model) 
LSTM Maize 99.98% accuracy, Max reconstruction error threshold 

1.2047  
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model to segment and detect diseased regions on plant leaves. At the same time [7], combines UAV technology with a Hybrid CNN 
model for efficient disease detection on maize crops. Similarly [20], employs multiple CNN-based architectures for semantic seg-
mentation of plants and [19] harnesses Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) for symptom-wise recognition of cucumber 
diseases. In this context, our approach diverges from these visual detection methods by deploying a non-visual, multi-sensory 
approach. This innovation allows us to gather a more comprehensive range of data, enabling more accurate and detailed analysis and 
predictions. While most works deploy a single deep learning approach, we combine a CNN and LSTM model, effectively harnessing the 
benefits of both architectures. 

4. Conclusion 

Utilizing a multi-sensor approach, this study focused on the innovative setting of non-visual disease detection in maize plants. One 
major takeaway of this study was the ability to detect patterns significantly earlier than traditional visual methods. While it took about 
14–21 days for NLB lesions to be visually observed on the maize plant during the experiment, the volatile organic compound and 
ultrasound parameters showed notable changes as early as day 4–5, based on the data observations. Conventional methods typically 
require up to 21 days to visibly show signs before intervention measures can be undertaken. Two deep learning models were designed, 
a CNN-LSTM hybrid and an LSTM model, explicitly crafted for VOC classification and ultrasound anomaly detection. A unique aspect 
of this study was the ability to generate anomaly data, a rarity in most time series studies, strengthening the scope of potential ap-
plications of our models. While the combination of VOC and ultrasound data provides a comprehensive view of plant health, the 
experiment indicated that VOC sensors outperformed ultrasound sensors, delivering reliable and distinctive detection capabilities even 
amidst environmental noise, rendering them a more feasible choice for real-time, field-based plant disease detection. 

Moreover, the technical strength of our models lies in selecting the wavelet transformer techniques, specifically the Daubechies 4 
(db4) wavelet, at level 3, with coefficients and lambda. This allowed us to generate signals that could be readily extracted from the raw 
VOC data. Additionally, the strategic choice of the Leaky ReLU activation function, which excels in handling data with slight varia-
tions, further solidifies our model’s performance. Our models’ performance of an F1-score of 0.96 and AUC of 1.00 for the CNN-LSTM 
hybrid model and an impressive accuracy of 99.98% for the LSTM model illustrates the potential of these tools in early disease 
detection and diagnosis in maize crops. They hold the potential of deep learning to revolutionize agriculture, particularly in disease 
management and yield optimization. 

The approach developed in this study is not limited to maize alone, as it has the potential for application in other crops. However, 
one of the challenges is that extensive retraining and fine-tuning will be necessary to adapt the models to new domains. As the research 
progresses towards IoT integration and field trials, the adaptability of the models to operate under power and computational con-
straints and their responsiveness to varied and unpredictable field data will be critical. As we look ahead, we envision further refining 
and optimizing these models for deployment on IoT devices. This will ensure minimal computational resources and power con-
sumption while maintaining high accuracy. Plans are to conduct field trials and real-world evaluations, which involve deploying IoT- 
embedded devices with integrated models in actual farming environments. The ultimate goal is to develop an early warning system 
with an assistive Swahili Chatbot to inform and guide farmers about potential disease outbreaks, facilitating prompt and effective 
intervention measures. 
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